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Seminar Aims and Objectives  

 

Aims and Objectives:  

 
At the end of the presentation participants will be able to: 

1. Assess if their existing insurance arrangements will work given the crisis/sanctions 
environment. 

2. Anticipate the attitude of insurers to their next renewal to be able to prepare.  

 

Presentation Agenda   

14:45 – 15:00 

 

Online Registration 

     15:00 – 17:00 
 

• Identification of key operational risks to ASPs from the Russia/Ukraine crisis 
• Analysis of those risks that are insured/insurable 
• Presentation of challenges with insurance policies drafted prior to the crisis 
• Presentation of challenges with insurance policies drafted after the crisis 
• Special discussion on risks of operating in new jurisdictions (e.g., Dubai). 
• Q & A Session/Discussion 

 

 

The Online Seminar is addressed primarily to Managers of ASPs responsible for Risk/Compliance 
and Insurance purchasing for Professional/Directors Liability, Crime and Cyber Risks but also to 
any other professionals that need to be aware of the impact on insurance of the latest Sanctions 
and Compliance developments. 
 
For registrations, please complete and sign the registration form and submit to the Cyprus 
Fiduciary Association e-mail address info@cyfa.org.cy. 
 

Deadline for Registration: Monday, the 18th of July 2022  

 

Cost: FREE 

 

 

CYFA is proudly presenting Mr Christos Gavriel for an independent two-hour Online Presentation 
discussion event titled: “The Russia/Ukraine Crisis – New risks for Cypriot ASPs and new 
challenges: feedback from the Insurance market” 

mailto:info@cyfa.org.cy
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Speakers’ Short Bio 
 

Mr Christos Gavriel 
Christos is an insurance all-rounder and the founder of Renaissance Insurance Brokers. Having 

completed his university studies in the UK in Economics at undergraduate level and Insurance & Risk 

Management at postgraduate level he was employed by a leading multinational insurer in several 

positions internationally. In 2008 he returned to Cyprus to start Renaissance Insurance Brokers with 

the vision of re-invent the local insurance broker market. From 2019 until 2021 he also held the 

position of Regional Manager Europe for Brokerslink, the global broking network.  

 

His main advisory focus is on Financial Institutions, Professional Firms and International Projects 

(Energy and Construction). His research interests focus on Operational risks, with core work on new 

age risks.  

 


